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Dear Nigel
Thank you for presenting the proposals of the UKA Competition Strategy Group
(CSG) to the National Council on 25th November, 2015. Further to that discussion and
a subsequent survey of feedback among the members of the National Council I can
now provide feedback as requested.
As your proposals have now been widely discussed with a variety of bodies I intend
to circulate the paper provided to all Regional Councillors along with this reply. I will
also discuss it in general terms in my next National Chair’s Blog.
I will state our general findings here and take each of the areas proposed separately in
the attached Appendix to this letter to allow you granularity on our views – excluding
a new Cup Competition which you indicated had been shelved as a proposal.
Generally it was felt that the CSG proposals were anti-club and did not address the
central issue for domestic competition regarding priorities determined by the
permitting system run by UKA. This system and its oversight should be brought
within the remit of the CSG review. This would allow the relationship between elite,
sub-elite and domestic competition to be examined.
There was a general feeling that the CSG’s proposals would primarily reduce
competition opportunities within domestic athletics. New proposals in this area appear
to be substituting speculative formats for existing proven formats, mainly League
athletics for which the NC members generally expressed strong support.
The proposals for non-Senior athletes seemed to be at a very initial stage and need
considerably more thought and work. This is clearly a very important development
area and there are well-known defects in provision through the main competition
provider, the Youth Development League (YDL). This should be a priority. In
particular provision at the youngest age groups appears to have attracted no firm ideas
from the CSG and continued provision of age related competition for the U20 age
group needs to be protected.
There was general support for the strengthening of the Championships Pathway,
enhanced presentation of meetings and UKA/HCAF support for various elements of
competition provision.
Lastly on the general points the NC felt that the methodology used was not
sufficiently rigorous. There appear to have been no statistics deployed to establish the
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current position. There are no objectives expressed in general or
specific terms. Importantly, the ability to deliver proposed changes,
and how this can be supported financially and within the framework
of officials’ capacity, need to be included.
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We believe that the CSG is doing important work and we thank you for its efforts so
far. Predominantly we do not support the proposals made and would encourage you to
engage more closely with the clubs/leagues by including them more fully within the
membership of the CSG. It seemed to us that this work overall needs to be reconsidered in the light of feedback to establish a more appropriate scope, to move
proposals on age related matters to a more fully developed level and to reinforce club
athletics rather than undermine it.
It is important that these matters are considered and the NC supports your efforts as a
group and personally. Please accept our feedback in this context.
Best wishes

Tony Shiret
Chair, England Athletics National Council.
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EA National Council
Response to specific UKA CSG proposals
1 Championships Pathway
Generally there was good support for most of the proposals here. There was no
support for the U18 proposals.
2 Event Specific Competitions
There was very little support for this idea except to support events with limited
provision in existing Open Meetings – mainly hurdles/steeplechase. The lack of
success of the previously tried “Fest” system needs to be included in the appraisal
here as does the implications for Officials of adding further meetings. It was generally
felt that event-specific competition does not produce competitive athletes and
undermines league athletics.
3 Virtual competition
There was generally strong opposition to this idea. Again it was seen as potentially
undermining existing league-based athletics. Reservations were also expressed as to
UKA’s ability to deliver this with the current IT position.
4 National Senior Leagues
Strong opposition was expressed to most of the proposals, notably reduced fixtures (4
to 3), reduced event timetable and central venues. The position on combining Men
and Women was evenly split. Regionalisation of competition below the top two
divisions attracted support but needs to be considered alongside impacts on the
Regional Senior Leagues. There was general support for UKA/HCAF support for the
National Leagues. But it was generally felt that these proposals undermine the
National Leagues and league athletics generally. It was noted that the BAL has
conducted its own athlete-based research and that this should be considered as a basis
for any re-structure.
5 Regional Senior Leagues
The position here was much the same as for the National Senior Leagues. It was felt
that the proposals reduce competition availability. Strong opposition was registered to
reduced fixtures, reduced timetables and central venues. It was also noted that the
regions have varying characteristics and a one-size-fits-all approach may not be
appropriate here. The priority should be for maximising competition provision on a
local basis. Again UKA/HCAF support for these leagues was supported by our
feedback.
6 Junior Local Leagues
It was felt that the proposals here were very unclear and need to be re-presented when
more work has been done on them. Again restrictions on the amount of competition
were generally objected to. But there is insufficient information available here (eg age
groups covered, competition providers etc) to make much of a judgement.
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7 YDL
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It was generally acknowledged that the YDL needs to set up
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differently. However feedback was very mixed on the specific
proposals. Generally a separate U20 age group (in which U17s could compete) was
favoured by some and transferring U20s out of the YDL into Senior competition was
opposed. There was also a strong feeling that U13s need to have appropriate level
competition provided. This was the only league where there was support expressed
for reducing timetables and fixtures (although respondents were evenly split on these
areas. Overall the YDL was felt to be covering a highly important area of the sport
and maybe needs a separate review.
8 Indoor Season
This was felt to need a separate review and to be considered in a structured way.
9 Event Presentation
These proposals met with general support. There was some doubt expressed at the
ability to deliver. UKA/HCAF IT/data capability and finance would be limiting
factors. Harmonisation of online entry systems was requested.
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